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The Portland Moresby Race is a special event on the calendar both feared and favoured by skippers and 
crew. Adverse weather can put boats into difficult tidal streams and strong winds with short 
difficult choppy seas that can overwhelm some boats, or placid light airs can leave boats at the mercy of 
the tides, floating backwards or forwards at the whim of the winds temporary attendance. And often all 
in the same race!

Sunday was a little of each but without the choppy seas. 

This Sunday was a postponed date as the original day on 13th June had been postponed as some skippers
had declared a non attendance because of the weather forecast. There was some consideration of doing 
the same fr this attempt.

However,  the rescheduling of the PM race takes some doing. This week the tidal flows were somewhat 
favourable with the first four hours having an accommodating ebb flow followed by a larger flood to 
2000 hours that would bring us home if we could make the turn around Moresby Island in time.  

This is a 26 mile race with a time allowance of 13 hours and so with 2200 the limit for a finishing boat 
coming in after sunset was a possibility. Thus the difficulty of rescheduling this race. It needs some 
tidal assistance to get round and we need the long daylight hours of mid summer to finish in daylight.

Lucky for some of us FCR stuck to the schedule and the race was on despite the light air forecast. (I 
appreciated Bob Jones council the night before – FCR)

The day dawned before six am with warm airs and full sunshine. It was a day to be well covered, but 
lightly dressed. But then one never knows on the water conditions and on the beat out I was glad that I 
was able to slip on an extra hoodie to keep me warm from that cool breeze. 

Down on the dock the club flags were cheerily waving with a 6 knot SE steady breeze. There was no 
sign of the forecast 3 knot easterly!

The breeze appeared steady. A glance out of the harbour showed wind as far as the eye could see. Were 
we in luck with another errant forecast?

The skippers meeting was short and sweet. The course was around Portland and Moresby Islands, 
including Celia reef mark and finish. It was the skipper's choice as to which way around and nobody was
giving away any secrets! It was off to the boats and out on the water. 



There were eight boats starting. There was Sorcery X with Paul Faget aboard, slumming for the day. 
Martin Herbert was single handing Kay D, declaring he would likely sail around Channel Islands and 
back because if he was stuck 10 miles from home, with no wind, it was a long way to paddle back!. 
John Hillier was out on POD
Eric van Soeren, back from a cruise, was aboard Second Wind.  Bob Jones, the current points trophy 
leader was there on Oasis. John Tulip's smiling face appeared at the dock, with crew, aboard Ptubodactyl
ready for a run in the sun.  Gyle and his ladies crew quietly prepped Shingebiss. Shingebiss has been 
showing a turn of speed lately so it is clear they are doing things right. Then there was Radiant Heat. 

The short course was a line drawn from Point Liddell, through Deep Ridge buoy and extended to the 
Salt Spring shore. 50% or more of the fleet must finish in the time limit to count as a race. If the long 
course was bereft of four finishers in time the short course times would be counted. If the short course 
also lacked finishers then there would be a rerun at a future time.

Radiant Heat decided on the 155 genoa and cleared the decks of other sails. We thought that the forecast
of 10-11 knot gusts at some  point would likely be correct. And thus tried a couple of trial runs and 
noted that the wind seemed to be East of SE and that the port tack was favoured. 

With 5 minutes to start we ran the line out to the port end and beyond, noting little difference in the wind
strength. Turning back we approached the starboard end with 3 minutes to go. The wind was a steady 5-
6 knots and we bore off toward the liveaboard boats. Oasis was idly coming around to starboard tack , 
ahead of us, Sparky was closer to the club docks circling around. The other boats were in the centre and 
port end further back.  Less than 2 minutes to go. 

1 min 38 and we gybed back on to Starboard tack away from Oasis . Were we early? Maybe. But we 
headed up and across Oasis toward the starboard end. 20 seconds to go.  We luffed up again trying to 
shut the door on Sparky, but she scooted across our bow with feet to spare and headed down the line. 7 
seconds to go and we could hear John Hillier counting down the time 5,4 3 2 1 . Radiant Heat followed 
POD and her Skipper and crew, who hail from the finest place on earth me-bys (other than maybe SS), 
and turning simultaneously, were over the line. Toward the port end Sorcery was also over, going fast, 
relishing the good breeze. 

Ptubodactyl was also clear. Radiant Heat was feeling slow. Sparky showing great form was moving 
ahead! We realized we had to foot off, not being able to match the heading of the Hot foot 20.  We 
picked up speed, and while falling to leeward, we were now holding our own. 

It was a tacking duel up the harbour. Sorcery X moved immediately into the lead being the first to tack 
across from the Chain Islands. Ptubodactyl crossed close to John on POD. Then it was POD and Radiant
Heat. POD was looking very good and Radiant Heat was losing touch with her (likely had some cod 
tongues for breakfast – FCR). We were gaining on the boats behind, but Oasis who was behind 
Shingebiss, was moving well. Kay D appeared to short tack up the chain Island side. 



There were patchy lighter air spots on the water but Radiant Heat decided to long tack and drive through
the light patches. Once we short tacked back to Sisters to stay in sync with Shingebiss. While we were 
thus occupied, Sorcery X serenely extended her lead and separated herself from the fleet.  

The question we had was when to turn for Captains Passage and avail of the tidal ebb stream. We did 
not turn until we were well clear of second sisters and the wind now more SE again found we were on a 
starboard tack for Welbury spar. We would have preferred to be out in the channel a little more, but we 
continued.

POD was ahead and to weather a little. We saw Sorcery X tack out into the channel And then tack back 
toward the Prevost shore. POD also decided to tack out, crossing our bow 100 yards ahead or more but 
kept going deeper and deeper into the channel. We continued our course. 

Shingebiss was a way behind us but on a similar course. As we passed outside of Welbury spar we were 
lifted into the channel. We had watched Sorcery X a quarter mile ahead hit the tidal stream and move 
rapidly sideways. Next it was our turn. 

Half way across we were in the 2 knot ebb and we passed by U62 and still on Starboard tack continued 
beyond the shoals and finally to the Prevost shore. Shingebiss was now close. POD was coming up but 
was now well behind. We turned to port tack and rode the tide streams back toward the Saltspring side. 
We tacked back again, and tacked twice more, and now Shingebiss and Radiant Heat passed each 
other within smiling and chat distance a couple of times. First it was them ducking us and then we 
ducking them. 

Moving past Channel Islands the ebb flow was stronger and weaker in patches. Radiant Heat tacked 
toward the Salt Spring shore but Shingebiss stayed out on Starboard tack across Swanson Channel. It 
was a master move. As we tacked back out from the Salt Spring shore we watched Shingebiss accelerate
a half mile ahead of us south of Pender Island. A later chat told us how they had a 2-3 knot ebb river 
run. Apparently they had seen SorceryX get similar treatment.  It goes to show one has to see what goes 
on around one.

The wind was getting lighter as we Crossed the Swanson Channel.  We could barely make out where 
SorceryX and Pturbodactyl were in the haze . POD was still back a ways but closing on us again. Oasis 
and Second Wind were a long way back still. 
We decided to tack to the Moresby shore. The wind was now from the south and any thought of going 
around anticlockwise were long gone . It was now a gamble to see if we could round Point 
Fairfax before the tide turned.   

As we approached Moresby the wind grew very light but we kept moving. We short tacked the Moresby
shore getting a small lift each time. Boats aft grew closer being still in better air. POD, now close behind
again, also short tacked the shore.



We inched our way around the north shore and now were lifted toward Point Fairfax. The wind grew 
light to zero apparent wind. We still moved in the right direction. We could see Shingebiss becalmed a 
quarter mile ahead. The lead boats were not in sight, having rounded the point. We stayed out, getting 
the lift and POD continued to short tack but lost distance. Boats behind were drawing closer. 

We dropped the genoa and raised the Whimper (named in deference to others huge sails called a 
''Womper'.) It is a 50% jib flown attached or as a flying sail (skippers choice) made of spinnaker cloth. 

No wind, so even the wimper hung limp. But then there was a puff. The sail filled followed by the main.
Then there was nothing. At one point we lost 100 yards going backwards on the tide. The wind came 
and went now from the port. Suddenly from the starboard, then again from port.  But we were moving 
again and closer to the point. One knot of apparent wind then Two, Do we raise the genoa or wait? Wait,
we have been caught before. Shingebiss has disappeared. The boats behind have receded. Three knots 
apparent, 2 knots through the water. Up goes the genoa. Speed over ground 3-4 knots. What's with that? 
Current is with us around this point . We see now that the wind south of the island has filled in.  All 
boats ahead are out of sight.

A last look behind us sees the boats astern, a half mile back, are all becalmed . That was the last view of 
them. I do not know if any finished. 

It is spinnaker time . We had a great run to Celia reef mark and beyond. We imagined at one point we 
could see SorceryX  a couple of miles ahead but we do not know. 

As we rounded up to clear Brackman Island we changed down to the spinnaker and lo and behold there 
was Shingebiss over toward the salt spring shore. Sitting barely moving in another hole was Sorcery X a
further half mile ahead. Was it game on?

Not quite . The flood tide there dips to the South and Fulford is not a good place to be in no wind. We 
had hardened up to close hauled as close as we could to Portland Island. We too ran out of wind. Then it 
happened again. Sudden changes of wind direction. 50 degree. changes in an instant. First to port a few 
seconds later suddenly back to starboard. So it went a half dozen times but we kept moving. John 
walked a country mile back and forth on the deck as the genoa capriciously went this way then that!

As we were occupied  SorceryX  escaped again not to be seen again by us . Shingebiss worked her way 
up the shore in a little band of light air. RH worked her way North up the Portland shore. In between, 
separating us, was a goodly hole.  RH in light air continued north on the great circle route round Beaver 
point. Shingebiss working her way round the shore was seen at one point facing the reverse direction. 
She recovered. She moved out into the Captain's passage 3-400 yard in front of us. She raised the 
spinnaker. Within seconds we also had our spin up. 

Shingebiss took a course east of the Channel Islands and closer to the deep ridge mark. RH Stayed to the
West of the Islands. First we gained and then we lost but Shingebiss led us to the short course line and 



then to the finish line. Between the two times was less than an hour and so we averaged a good 6 knots 
on the run home. Our speed over ground was well above 7 knots several times. Shingebiss did even 
better.

FCR will be relieved that we had a designated finish and not having to reschedule one of the most 
challenging races of the year.

My condolences to those who did not finish after such a good start to the day. 

Congratulations to those who managed to have some glorious sailing weather and some extensive 
periods of satisfying sailing. 

See you all Wednesday

More wind than expected and lots of current.  We decided to go clockwise and try and run the currents 
around the islands. In general it worked, but we made a mistake thinking that the middle left at Moresby 
would work - it really did t a f we should have stuck to the shore even though there didn't seem to be 
wind in there.  A close coming together with Scorcery near the tip of moresby where they correctly had 
hit the shore. An interesting current run around Moresby and then gybing down to Celia shoals.  The 
Fulford hole was awful as usual, but eventually the breeze filled from the right and we were able to set 
the spin and start heading downhill for hone. Surprised to see Pod (the hotfoot 20) running down with 
spin close by - well done, they must have gone counterclockwise.  Anyway a good day out.

Pturbodactyl 

After a great sail upwind, with Moresby still further up wind and the tide changing, the Kay D hove to 
for lunch then hoisted spinnaker homeward bound. Four hours of very pleasant sailing made for a good 
day on the water and left time for a nap in the afternoon.

Kay D

Got to the NE corner of Moresby  15 mins after the tide changed. Rounded it three times over 90
mins only to be driven back in light winds (doing 1.5 k through water for 2 k backwards over 
land.

Pity, had a great  ride up to then.

Oasis

And this from the pen of our ever considered, delicate flower of a handicapper:

As we were bobbing up and down in the Fulford hole, I asked myself: "why the £¥{€ does this race go 
around Portland island?  Why £¥{€ up a perfectly good race by requiring a passage through the Fulford 



hole?"  At best, it only adds a reach or two to the course, and as we all know reaching ain't racing. I don't
give a sh1t about somebody who is now dead that for some £¥{€ed up reason thought it would be good 
to have a race through the Fulford hole.  It was a dumb idea then, and it is even dumber that we keep 
doing it.

I strongly suggest we revise the course for the portland-moresby race to a race around moresby (in either
direction) and back.  It will be a much better race, I promise.  We do not need to change the name or the 
trophy. Just change the £¥{€ing course.

I get the feeling this might make the agenda for our fall RC meeting - FCR

 

Like the Ever Ready Bunny…


